Small & light body. Recommended for all
underwater digital photographers, even beginners.
DX-1200HD Camera and Housing Set (Black)
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DX-1200HD Camera and Housing Set

O-ring Set 00000

[Accessories for the 1200HD camera] USB / video cable, lithium-ion battery, battery charger, wrist strap, camera pouch [Accessories for the DX-1200HD housing] LCD monitor hood, hand strap

Plenty of optional accessories
The optional Close-UP Lens 125 or Wide-Angle
Conversion Lens for DX-860G can be attached/
detached even underwater (Close-UP Lens 125
requires the optional Close-UP Lens Ring for
DX-1200HD). Using the wide-angle conversion
lens, you can get a wider area in the picture even
if you get close to the subject. Using the
Close-UP Lens 125, you can take pictures with a
larger magniﬁcation.

□Power button

□Accessory shoe

□Shutter lever

□Diffuser lever

□Buckle
□Retractable cable
socket lever

□Mode button
□Playback button
□Delete button
□Tripod socket

*The LCD image pictured here is simulated.
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□Zoom lever
□OK / MENU button
□Hand strap hook
□ISH button
□Flash button
□Macro button
□Self-timer button

3-inch LCD monitor ‒ the largest
monitor class for compact
digital cameras
The 3-inch widescreen LCD monitor allows
you to check even the smallest details in the
pictures you take and enjoy playing back
movies with high deﬁnition. By using the LCD
monitor hood and inner hood especially
designed for the DX-1200HD housing you can
further improve the underwater visibility and
take pictures while tracking
the movements of the
subject on the LCD monitor.

Wide-Angle Conversion
Lens for DX-860G
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[Lens] 3 elements in 3 groups
[Underwater angle of view] 79°(98°
on land)
[Magniﬁcation] 0.55x
[Weight] Approx. 165g / 5.8oz
[Dimensions (DIAxD)] 64x42mm / 2.6x1.7inch

High deﬁnition CCD ‒ 1/1.72-inch primary color CCD
with 12.19 eﬀective megapixels (maximum number of
recording pixels 12.43 megapixels) and 3x optical zoom
lens (35‒102 mm).
Features SEA&SEA mode, a still image mode for optimal
underwater photography.
Several White Balance settings available (Auto, Daylight,
Cloudy, Fluorescent, Tungsten, Sunset, Custom) to suit
any particular scene.
Exposure compensation function (±2EV in 0.5EV steps).
ISO speed can be set up to ISO 3200.

The LCD image pictured here is simulated.

Movie function up to 1280×720 pixels (HD Video) at 30
frames/second (30 fps).

Light and compact for
better portability

16MB built-in memory. Can record on SD / MMC / SDHC
memory cards (up to 8GB).

The basic design was
completely revised and the
grips were further improved
so even beginners can enjoy
taking pictures easily. The new design will
certainly satisfy the needs of full underwater
diving scenes but it also offers portability and
ease of use that allow it to be used for marine
sports in general and winter sports as well,
offering maximum convenience to the
photographer.

□Flash window
□Lens

DX-1200HD

Specially designed lithium-ion battery and battery
charger included.
When you turn the retractable cable socket lever, the
ﬁber-optic cable socket slides and is aligned with
position of the built-in ﬂash and ﬁxed.
Flash Light Diﬀuser function ‒ Eﬀective diﬀuser that
softly diﬀuses the light of the built-in ﬂash.
Strong and durable build, with a depth rating of up to
45m / 150ft

This wide-angle conversion lens covers a maximum ﬁeld angle equivalent to approx. 19.3mm
(35mm ﬁlm camera equivalent) when used with the DX-1200HD.
*The lens can be used on land, but slight vignetting (dimming) may occur in the four corners of the
image. Slightly zoom in to telephoto to eliminate vignetting.
*When the wide-angle conversion lens is attached, its shadow can appear on the picture if the built-in
ﬂash is used. Using an external strobe together with the built-in ﬂash is recommended.
Equivalent to an angle
of view of 35mm :
value on the land

Equivalent to an angle
of view of 19.3mm :
value on the land

With a standard lens at the
wide-angle end

With the wide-angle
conversion lens for DX-860G
at the wide-angle end

Close-UP Lens Ring
for DX-1200HD
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A set-up ring to
attach the Close-UP
Lens 125 to the
DX-1200HD housing

Spare Battery for
1200HD camera
(Standard accessory)
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Battery Charger for
1200HD camera
(Standard accessory)
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